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Rationale for Changes Made to 
National Junior Tournaments and Rankings 
 

Overview.  In 2008, the USTA surveyed its constituents to learn how junior players, parents, 
coaches, volunteers and administrators perceived the structure of national junior competition.  The 
survey identified areas of strength and weakness in the system.  In March 2010, the Junior 
Competition Committee proposed amendments to the USTA Regulations for consideration by the 
USTA.  The Committee believes the amendments, together with rule changes not subject to the 
amendment process, address the areas of greatest concerns identified by the survey: 
• the high cost to compete in tennis on a national level; 
• the need for more time in the schedule for training; 
• the need for more open date blocks in the schedule for sectional tournaments so that they do not 

conflict with national tournaments; and 
• a national ranking system and schedule of tournaments, acceptance rules and draw sizes, that does 

not incentivize and enable play away from home and mid-week during school and business days. 
The Committee’s amendment proposals were unanimously approved by the USTA’s Executive 
Committee, which includes representative delegates from every Sectional Association, with an 
effective date of January 1, 2011. 
 
Rationale for Changes to USTA National Championships. 
• Draw Size Reduction in Boys’ and Girls’ 14 Divisions: Selection data from the Boys’ and Girls’ 14 

USTA National Championships held in the summer with draws of 192 indicates that many players 
with rankings well below 300 gain acceptance and in some instances, the tournaments have 
exhausted their alternate lists to fill the draws. The draw size decrease from 192 to 128, will 
improve the strength of field at each tournament.  Players no longer able to qualify for USTA 
National Championships are encouraged to compete in other levels of national and sectional 
competition. 

 

• Draw Format - Boys’ and Girls’ 14 and 12 Divisions.  The Boys’ and Girls’ 14 Divisions will use the 
same compass draw format as has been used in the Boys’ and Girls’ 12 Divisions.  This format 
ensures that all participants are guaranteed a minimum of four matches.  Additionally, all draws will 
have Round of 16 losers and Quarterfinal losers feed into separate single elimination draws, 
guaranteeing additional matches for the top finishers.  A schedule has been mandated to ensure the 
fourth rounds in all singles compass draws take place on the third day, allowing players who do not 
advance to return home after three days instead of four, thereby reducing cost for these players. 

 

• USTA National Open Qualifiers:  Selection data indicates that many of the USTA National Open 
Qualifiers also earn acceptance by other methods of entry, most typically because they are already 
within quota on a Sectional Endorsement List.  Because Qualifiers don’t count against quota, the 
result is the acceptance of players outside of a Section’s quota.  Reducing the number of Qualifiers 
from the top 3 finishers in each USTA National Open to the top 2 finishers in each USTA National 
Open shouldn’t impact the ability of top players to earn entry into USTA National Championships and 
will improve the strength of field of the tournaments. 

 

• Increase in Wild Cards.  The places in the draw created by reducing the number of USTA National 
Open Qualifiers are being shifted to wild cards.  This will allow the five-member Wild Card 
Committee to select additional top players who were not otherwise eligible for selection.  If all of the 
wild cards are not used, which is especially typical in the 14 and 12 Divisions, the spots will go to 
endorsed players on the National Standings Lists. 

 
Rationale for Changes to USTA National Opens. 
• Draw Size Reduction:  USTA National Open draw sizes have been reduced from 64 to 32 per draw 

and corresponding adjustments have been made to the method of selection and ordering of 
alternates.  Selection data indicates that although the cumulative draw size for each set of USTA 
National Opens in a division is 256, many players with rankings significantly below 600 gain 
acceptance into the existing tournaments.  The reduction will improve the strength of field at each 
tournament.  Players no longer able to qualify for USTA National Opens are encouraged to compete 
in high-level Sectional tournaments and USTA Regional Tournaments. 

 

• Draw Format and Sanction Period: The singles draw format will remain a Feed-In Championship, but 
the final will not be played.  This change, together with the draw size reduction, enables the USTA 
National Opens to be played over a three-day, Saturday-to-Monday date block, thereby reducing 
cost, and school and work time missed. 
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Rationale for Changes to USTA Regional Tournaments. 
• USTA Regional Tournament Alignment and Draw/Sanction Period Requirements:  Eight concurrent 

USTA Regional Tournaments will take place in each division four times per year.   These tournament 
replace all of the existing USTA Regional Tournaments and the USTA Boys’ and Girls’ 18 
Interscholastic Championships.  The three school-time segments will be Sunday-to-Monday with 
draws of 32 and the one summer-time segment will be Sunday-to-Tuesday with draws of 64.  The 
alignment and draw/sanction period changes address the goals of reducing cost, encouraging 
playing tournaments closer to home, and creating time for training.  It also better organizes the 
national tournament structure to allow Sections to more effectively plan their schedules. 

 

• Eligibility: USTA Regional Tournaments now have the same eligibility requirements as USTA Junior 
National Championships and only those players who are eligible for national junior ranking can play.  
This new requirement reserves national competitive opportunities only for our eligible players, which 
is especially important in light of the draw size reductions at many of the national tournaments. 

 
Rationale for Changes Related to National Junior Ranking: 
• Best of Six:  The reduction in the maximum number of singles and doubles tournaments that may 

count toward national ranking to the best of six of each corresponds to the draw size reductions and 
the elimination of some tournaments from the national schedule.  Using a best of 6 (as compared to 
the previous best of 8) reduces the pressure to spend money to travel and allows for players to 
create more time in their schedules for training. 

 

• USTA Jr. Team Tennis Advanced Division National Championships To Count as a National Level 5 
Ranking Tournament.  The Junior Competition Committee and USTA Player Development have been 
given the flexibility to annually designate additional tournaments to be considered for national 
ranking.  Upon the recommendation of the Sectional Player Development staff, the USTA Jr. Team 
Tennis Advanced Division National Championships will now count for national ranking as a Level 5 
tournament, a designation that emphasizes the unique role team competition plays in the 
development of junior players. 

 


